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CommBank 
Retail Insights
The last mile
In this edition of Retail Insights, we explore the dynamics of retail 
delivery and pick-up services, including consumer preferences 
and behaviours and the opportunities for retailers to optimise 
these services to attract and retain customers.
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Foreword
Many retailers are grappling with how to effectively 
provide the delivery and pick-up services that consumers 
demand and, in most cases, online shoppers see room 
for improvement, particularly the younger generations. 
This may be contributing to relatively stagnant growth in 
online sales. Our data indicates that online retail sales have 
been hovering around 30% of total omni-channel retail 
sales volumes since January 2017, defying regular retailer 
forecasts for further growth.1 

The tepid consumer response isn’t surprising. An estimated 
23% to 35% of online deliveries fail on the first attempt due 
to customers being absent.2 This correlates with the fact 
that 21.6% of people in couple families live in households 
where both partners work full-time, and 21.7% with one 
person working full-time and the other part-time.3 In these 
cases, they are simply not at home to receive deliveries.

When building out delivery services, retailers have tended 
to balance the cost of offering deliveries against getting 
parcels to their customers as quickly as possible. However, 
this doesn’t always align with what consumers want. In 
many areas, consumer expectations are significantly 
outpacing what retailers offer. 

What consumers look for most are free deliveries and 
returns. Greater choice and visibility closely follow. They 
want updates on the status of their shipments and the 
ability to amend details of their order or delivery address. 
Consumers place more value on features like these than on 
receiving their parcels within a matter of hours. 

It may seem contradictory that while consumers say they 
want lower cost deliveries, their satisfaction is more closely 
linked to reliability – the fundamental need for items to 
arrive when expected. According to retailers, consumers 
are in fact bearing the cost of most deliveries, a clear signal 
that shoppers are willing to pay when they see the value.

So rather than doing more of the same, as most retailers 
intend, there is an unrealised opportunity to innovate 
and close the gap between current offerings and shopper 
expectations.

Numerous technology solutions such as GPS tracking, 
smart lockers and the Internet of Things offer consumers 
the choice they’re after. Currently though, only a few 
retailers are planning to deploy these solutions despite a 
groundswell of Australian consumer trust in many delivery 
innovations and evidence of successful adoption in many 
offshore markets.

From my own experience overseas, other markets are 
better balancing this under-appreciated consumer need 

for choice with speed. Consumers in the US, UK and 
many European countries have already come to expect 
more choice and control when it comes to their deliveries. 
Inevitably shoppers here will expect it too. Retailers that 
don’t demand innovation in their last mile offering risk 
falling further behind their customers’ expectations.  
Those that do, have an opportunity to be at the frontier of 
last mile excellence.

As always, we’d love to hear from you about your own retail 
experiences. If you’d like to learn more about how you can 
put our insights into practice within your own business, 
please get in touch with our team of retail specialists.

Jerry Macey 
National Manager, Retail Industry 
Business and Private Banking 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

About CommBank Retail Insights

CommBank Retail Insights is an exclusive, wide-ranging analysis of the Australian retail sector. This edition is based on two surveys conducted by ACA Research on behalf of the Commonwealth Bank.

• An online quantitative survey of Australian retailers in July 
2019, involving 580 decision-makers from small, medium and 
large retailers across Australia, with turnover ranging from 
less than $1 million to over $500 million. Results have been 
categorised into five retail sectors: Food & Liquor, Take-away 
Food Services, Clothing & Footwear, Homewares & Hardware, 
and Other Retail (e.g. books, games, music, consumer 
electronics and computers, etc.).

• An online quantitative survey of 1,505 
consumers in July 2019 who had purchased an 
item and had it delivered or picked up in the 
past three months, segmented by generation 
as follows:
• Gen Z, aged 16-23 years (9%)
• Gen Y, aged 24-36 years (26%)

• Gen X, aged 37-52 years (25%)
• Baby Boomers, aged 53-71 years (28%)
• Pre-Boomers, aged 72 years or over (12%)

Consumer data has been weighted to ensure the 
results are nationally representative.

1 CommBank Retail Insights editions 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 (these show that online sales as a percentage of multi-channel retailers’ total sales have ranged between 25% and 29% and that retailers’ forecasts for the percentage in the next 12 months have ranged between 31% and 35%)
2 www.gra.net.au/uploads/resource/126-Last-Mile-Fulfilment-Whitepaper-2018.pdf – Page 4
3 www.quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/036
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All statistics and references to consumers and retailers in this report are based on the responses to the survey unless otherwise stated.

Definition of the last mile 
The delivery of retail goods from a store 
or transport hub to the shopper. 
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The last mile - 
the customer 
perspective
Cost matters most to consumers
Getting packages to consumers quickly is a focus for most 
retailers. However, cost, choice and visibility of deliveries  
trump speed when it comes to consumer preferences.
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Exceeding 
consumers’ last  
mile expectations
The fact that futile deliveries remain a feature of many consumers’ online shopping 
experience highlights the challenges facing retailers seeking last mile excellence.  
As retailers remain intently focused on getting goods in the hands of consumers as 
quickly as possible, shoppers place more value on free deliveries and the choice of when, 
where and how they receive their packages.

This misalignment could partially explain why many Australian shoppers are only 
moderately satisfied with the delivery service they receive, with 47% saying they are 
only somewhat or not satisfied. It may also explain why retailers’ perennial forecasts for 
growth in online sales haven’t materialised over the past two to three years.

Despite the opportunity to improve the status quo, most retailers intend continuing with 
their current offering with a marginal increase expected in areas like parcel lockers and 
pick-up from locations other than the store from which their customers order. 

Australian retailers are also contending with last mile advances in offshore markets that 
are shaping consumer expectations of delivery. To meet this, and the existing demand for 
greater choice and control over shoppers’ deliveries, retailers can benefit from working 
more closely with delivery service aggregators and logistics providers.

Through remaining open to innovative delivery solutions that align with consumer 
expectations, retailers have an opportunity to set a new benchmark. This has the 
potential to support better customer acquisition and retention and help restore online 
sales growth.

Online sales from multi-channel retailers
The proportion of online sales volumes among multi-channel retailers has remained 
relatively steady since 2017

Delivery and pick-up services on offer
Retailers plan to make minimal changes to delivery services in the next 12 months
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“  The focus on minimising the cost of deliveries is letting down 
customers and retailers. Instead, retailers should be seeking 
to better understand consumers’ needs and expectations and 
their willingness to pay for the features they value.”
Jerry Macey  
National Manager, Retail Industry 
Business and Private Banking 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Jan 
17

Aug 
16

Jan 
16

Aug 
15

Feb  
18

Jan 
19

Jul 
17

Jul  
18

Jul  
19

29%

24%
22%

18%

25% 26%
29% 28%

31%

Deliver to address 
provided by the 
customer

Pick-up from 
warehouse

Pick-up from another 
store, but same chain

Deliver to a  
parcel locker

Pick-up in the store 
they ordered from

 Current  In 12 months’ time

68%
68%

15%
18%

25%
28%

18%
23%

53%
51%
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What shoppers  
say they want
Faced with having to offer last mile solutions to meet customer needs and expectations, 
retailers have understandably concentrated on minimising cost while getting parcels to 
their customers as quickly as possible. As a result, most delivery options are calibrated  
by speed.

However, according to consumers, speed ranks as the least important factor they 
consider when choosing a retailer. Shoppers say they are cost conscious first and 
foremost, then value having the ability to control the delivery options that support 
reliability. Shoppers prioritise these factors as follows:

Delivery service features most important to customers
Cost is the most important delivery factor for shoppers when choosing a retailer
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“ The consumer desire for more control over deliveries 
is under-appreciated. This presents an opportunity for 
retailers to innovate to meet customer expectations and 
align the last mile experience with the best of what’s on 
offer in other markets around the world.”
Jerry Macey  
National Manager, Retail Industry 
Business and Private Banking 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

 Extremely important
 Not very important

 Somewhat important
 Not at all important

Cost is extremely or somewhat important to 89% of consumers
This covers free delivery options and free (and easy) returns.

Choice is extremely or somewhat important to 67% of consumers
This category includes features that give customers the ability to access 
customer service through different channels, to receive updates about 
delivery status and location, to amend purchases and pick-up/delivery 
details and to choose preferred delivery timeslots.

Time is extremely or somewhat important to 49% of consumers
This covers fast/express delivery options, plus the ability to have items  
delivered after-hours or on weekends.

Cost

Choice

Time

50%

21%

15% 34% 34% 17%

46% 24% 9%

39% 8% 3%
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Free deliveries  
can be a win-win
Although free delivery options are the top delivery feature consumers look for when 
choosing a retailer, the retailers they shop with report that consumers currently pay for 
58% of all delivery costs.

Some retailers have worked hard to understand what is driving their delivery costs and 
customers’ propensity to pay. This has enabled them to develop a value proposition that 
works for both parties.

Many shoppers spend time and effort looking for free deliveries (and returns) and some 
retailers are responding to limit the potential of losing customers to competitors. It’s 
no coincidence that more retailers plan to offer free deliveries for loyalty/subscription 
members or specific promotions.

Free (and easy) returns also heavily influence consumer choice of retailers. Again, retailers 
are aware of the opportunity. Recognising that return policies are a powerful customer 
acquisition and retention tool, 78% offer at least some free return options.

Options customers choose to avoid fees
To avoid delivery fees, consumers use a range of tactics at least sometimes
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“ There is a lot of pressure from a cost perspective, so 
I think there will be significant change. I anticipate a 
collision between convenience and costs, how that is 
measured and ultimately, who bears that cost.”
Shane Lenton  
Chief Information Officer, Cue Clothing Co. 

Retailers report 6% of items are returned on 
average. More detailed product descriptions, tools 
and better imagery could help customers make 
more accurate choices. Only 32% of customers 
say items always exactly match the description.

Delivery fees charged to consumers
More retailers plan to offer free deliveries for loyalty members and promotions

Above a  
certain spend

Specific promotions/ 
flash sales

For standard delivery 
times (not express 
deliveries)

Free delivery  
with first order

For loyalty/ 
subscription members

 Current  In 12 months' time

66%

19%

18%

15%

15%

61%

28%

18%

16%

23%

Choose the 
standard 

delivery option 

Monitor for 
promotions 

and flash sales

Choose a 
different 
retailer

Spend more 
to reach 

free delivery 
threshold

Choose a 
different 
delivery 
method 

82% 79% 64% 59% 59%
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Is a sole 
focus on 
speed 
misplaced?

Fifty-eight percent of retailers offer delivery 
timeframes ranging from within two hours to 
next-day deliveries. The proportion is set to top 
three-quarters of retailers in the coming year. 

Yet express deliveries sit near the bottom of the 
delivery features that consumers consider when 
choosing a retailer, and the pursuit of faster 
deliveries can add considerably to retailers’ costs. 

Across all generations, only 7% of consumers 
say they are willing to pay for express deliveries 
within a couple of hours and 8% for same-
day delivery. As expected, the need for speed 
is greatest among Gens Z/Y, but they are the 
groups least willing to pay for it.

But far more than speed, consumers want their 
items to arrive at a time that is convenient for 
them.

The ability to choose their preferred delivery 
timeslot is one of several delivery features 
that consumers value because it gives them 
greater control around their deliveries. Given 
that control supports reliability, one of the most 
significant drivers of satisfaction with deliveries, 
this has the potential to positively influence their 
willingness to pay.
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 Consumers deem important  Retailers offer

Flexible delivery timing
Retailers’ focus is on express deliveries, where consumers want to choose timeslots

Ability to choose 
preferred timeslots

Fast/express delivery

Weekend delivery

After-hours delivery

of consumers say choosing their preferred 
timeslot is important. Only 24% of retailers  
offer this.63%

63%

50%

44%

42%

24%

58%

29%

21%
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Giving 
customers 
choice

Other elements relating to customer choice 
include visibility over the progress of deliveries 
and the ability to amend details of the order 
once an item has been dispatched. 

As we saw earlier, customers value these 
features more highly than delivery time (speed 
and extended hours). Meeting this under-
appreciated consumer need for greater choice 
around deliveries is therefore a way to improve 
the customer experience.

But only a small proportion of retailers offer 
their customers these options, the most 
significant gap being easily accessible channels 
to check on deliveries and provide feedback. 

Retailers that outsource some or all of their 
delivery service functions are more likely to offer 
greater choice. This suggests that the successful 
logistics companies and aggregators understand 
this consumer need and are investing in systems 
and technologies to address it.
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Delivery features offered to customers
Few retailers offer the options for choice in demand among consumers

of shoppers value easy access to customer 
service to check the status of their delivery and to 
provide feedback. Only 19% of retailers offer this.

Continuous  
GPS tracking

Customer service via 
various channels

Updates sent on 
delivery status  
& location

Ability to easily  
amend purchases

Easily amend delivery/
pick-up details

81%
 Consumers deem important  Retailers offer

81%

80%

69%

68%

57%

19%

32%

19%

21%

19%
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Delivery 
preferences 
differ 
between 
generations
Unsurprisingly, younger generations have higher 
expectations of delivery services overall. Express 
and extended delivery windows are significantly 
more important to them, but they are the most 
likely groups to expect these services to be free. 
They also want more control over deliveries in 
terms of information about the delivery’s status 
and the ability to amend purchases and delivery 
details.
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Differences in consumer preferences and behaviours across the generations

Gen 
Z

Gen 
X

Gen 
Y

Baby 
Boomer

Pre 
Boomer

Very satisfied with 
delivery services

Same day delivery  
is important

Would opt for  
express delivery if free

Trust in delivery 
innovations (avg)

Control factors are 
important (avg)

45%

50%

58%

74%

53%

45%

46%

57%

71%

55%

49%

40%

51%

65%

45%

60%

35%

44%

65%

40%

71%

34%

42%

65%

36%
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Case study:  
Cue Clothing Co.
Shane Lenton, Chief Information Officer at Cue discusses the roles 
of technology, supplier partnerships and the customer experience 
that support best-in-class delivery services.
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Iconic Australian fashion retailer Cue has been innovating 
since its establishment in 1968. Cue’s fulfilment and delivery 
service, introduced seven years ago, is no exception. It was 
one of Australia’s first retailers to evolve its standard and 
express delivery options to include national three-hour 
delivery.

Cue’s 30-minute click-and-collect service, launched in 
November 2016, is one of the fastest. Shane Lenton,  
Cue’s Chief Information Officer, says the changes were 
driven by consumer behaviour and expectations for a  
sense of immediacy.

Fulfilment is performed in-house, including by staff at the 
240 stores that act as mini-distribution centres servicing 
customers across Australia and internationally to another 120 
countries. “By using ‘endless aisle’, we can seamlessly fill that 
order whether customers are purchasing off the website, in 
another store, or via our customer care team,” says Shane. 

Having this network of stores brings Cue closer to its 
customers and allows it to hold more inventory than pure 
online retailers. This facilitates excellence in the last mile.

Delivery is outsourced to a mix of carriers with varying 
service level agreements (SLAs) via the shipping platform 
Shippit. The underlying technology identifies the locations 
of inventory closest to the customer and the carriers best 
placed to deliver. Customer experience is enhanced through 
a choice of delivery options varying by cost and speed.

Shane talks frequently about delivery options. That reflects 
Cue’s view that best-in-class delivery provides customers with 
flexibility (choice), the best possible price (cost), speed, clear 
visibility and consistency. While not all of its carriers offer 
customers real-time GPS visibility of tracking and the ability 
to amend orders and delivery times in flight, Cue intends 
achieving that milestone soon.

To ensure consistent positive customer experiences, as well 
as to evaluate new initiatives, Cue constantly monitors and 
analyses a stream of data. This includes information that the 
endless aisle provides, like identifying slow-moving stock. 
Cue also measures delivery volumes by delivery option, 
conversion rates through delivery options and margins. 

“We have implemented a core unified commerce solution 
from Triquestra International that enables real-time visibility 
across our fulfilment and delivery,” says Shane. “It has built-
in monitoring to measure every step and flag any delays 
or SLA breaches. It is a well-oiled machine. Everything is in 
sync.”

It isn’t all about technology. Cue is constantly challenging 
the status quo and working with its partners to innovate. For 
example, it partnered with its wide range of carriers to accept 
delivery labels printed by the stores’ POS terminals that 
print receipts. This facilitated collection on-demand rather 
than carriers’ usual ‘milk run’ method without any additional 
investment in hardware.

Cue also keeps an eye on international and domestic 
developments and how retailers are executing. “Most of 
those trends end up becoming expectations here,” says 
Shane. “What we have done well in the last seven years is to 
meet, and a lot of the time exceed, those expectations.”

He envisages technology and artificial intelligence will 
underpin future advances in the last mile. These could 
include greater aggregation by carriers so that households 
receive items from multiple retailers in one delivery and 
disruption of carriers by the gig economy. He also anticipates 
a “collision between convenience and cost, how that is 
measured and ultimately who bears that cost.”

Cue Clothing Co.
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The last mile -  
the retailer 
perspective
Getting every inch out of the last mile
Delivery services need not be a cost of doing business.  
With the support of good logistics providers, retailers can make  
delivery services a point of difference that increases sales.
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Unlocking the 
potential of 
collaboration
More than half of retailers outsource some or all of the delivery service functions and just 
over a third (35%) outsource their fulfilment. This reflects in part the growing complexity 
of the supply chain and is most likely to be driven by retailers seeking to reduce costs and 
increase their delivery location coverage. 

As noted, retailers that outsource are more likely to offer the features that give shoppers 
greater choice around their deliveries such as tracking and the ability to choose preferred 
time slots. 

Logistics partners and aggregators can deliver greater value by offering services, systems, 
technology and innovation that enable retailers to create a competitive advantage 
and point of difference across the cost, choice and speed factors that drive customer 
acquisition, retention and loyalty.

The best providers have the data and analytical capabilities to provide insights about 
failed deliveries, for example, and to identify third-party pick-up points that offer greater 
convenience to a retailer’s customer base.

While collaboration with delivery partners is critical to meet emerging customer needs, 
only one in four retailers currently focus on supplier relationships to optimise their 
delivery services. Retailers have an opportunity to better engage with their suppliers to 
improve both supply chain management and the shopper experience.

Extent of support from logistics suppliers
Opportunity for delivery suppliers to work with retailers to provide greater  
choice for consumers

How suppliers are supporting retailers
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“ Formal quarterly reviews with a logistics partner to 
discuss what is working and changes on the horizon, 
such as an expectation for variations in strategy and 
opportunities to enhance operations, are critical yet 
often insufficient effort goes into them.”
James Allt-Graham  
Partner, GRA Supply Chain Consultants

Reliable delivery 
services

Weekend/after-hours 
delivery services

Faster  
delivery services

Customer deliveries  
to have more control 
and transparency 

More cost-effective 
delivery services

 To a great extent  To some extent

53% 32%

37%

43%

42%

39%

36%

35%

32%

24%

Useful reporting tools Market-leading technology 
for supply chain

Areas where suppliers  
provide most support

Areas where suppliers 
provide least support

Regularly introduce 
technology services to 
provide a competitive edge

Market-leading technology 
for better routing and 
scheduling

Proactive accounts team 
that’s easy to work with

Collaborative team that 
adapts to retailer feedback

34% 19%

26% 21%

24% 21%
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Innovate or  
be disrupted
While retailers are looking to make incremental improvements to their delivery services 
in the year ahead, there is significant potential for disruption in the Australian market. 
The entry of new technology providers or a focus from existing logistics providers and 
aggregators on new ways to meet customer demand may be a future catalyst for last  
mile innovation. 

What’s more, customers of all generations are open to many delivery innovations. Almost  
three-quarters of shoppers express trust in smart lockers and nearly two-thirds would 
have interest in the Internet of Things to monitor the quality of items being delivered and 
to alert them if the package has been tampered with in any way. Even 26% of consumers 
trust a delivery to their car boot or inside the home.

On the other hand, just around a quarter of retailers consider the use of these 
innovations, technologies and services as an opportunity to improve their delivery service.

Retailers and their logistics partners have a choice: maintain the status quo by limiting 
themselves to minor improvements or truly understand customer preferences and adopt 
market-leading technologies to satisfy customers, stand out in the marketplace and build 
a competitive advantage.

Consumer trust in delivery innovations
Shoppers indicate trust in disruptive delivery services and technologies

Retailers’ use of delivery innovations
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Smart lockers

Drone deliveries

Secure technologies 
(e.g. those that would 
allow delivery access 
to your car or home)

Freelance delivery 
models

Delivery by passenger 
transport vehicles

Delivery by self-
driving/autonomous 
vehicles

Internet of Things

 Strong trust levels  Some trust levels

Employee deliveries (27%)

GPS location and traffic monitoring (26%)

Smart lockers (26%)

Passenger transport vehicles for deliveries (e.g. Uber) (20%)

Internet of Things (18%) 

“ Developments in offshore markets that are likely to 
reach Australia include deliveries to car boots and even 
inside people’s homes. Driverless/autonomous vehicles 
also have a role to play in urban areas and from an 
environmental and traffic congestion perspective.”
James Allt-Graham  
Partner, GRA Supply Chain Consultants

30% 43%

17% 47%

12% 43%

8% 30%

6% 26%

26%

20%

5%

6%
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Expert view:  
GRA Supply Chain 
Consultants
James Allt-Graham, Partner at GRA Supply Chain 
Consultants, offers some observations on how retailers can 
work with logistics partners and enhance delivery services.
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The continued strength of online retail sales volumes is 
challenging retailers to offer an effective last mile solution 
that generates a sustainable profit. While delivery models are 
changing, and retailers are looking at lowering costs while 
maintaining speed and flexibility, the delivery function of the 
future may require more significant innovation. 

However, before looking into the future and the way in 
which technology can disrupt the status quo, it is first worth 
considering two core tenets of an effective delivery solution – 
cost efficiency and the retailer-logistics partner relationship.

With retailers continuously expanding and contracting their 
product range in response to customer demand, supply chains 
have become incredibly complex. It is therefore helpful for 
retailers to understand the cost drivers of their logistics suppliers. 

Three key factors determine delivery costs, the key one being 
freight which is charged by the cubic metre. This makes it 
difficult to make money from delivering bulky, low-margin 
products. Then there’s distance: deliveries to regional areas 
are more expensive than metro areas. Speed is the other 
consideration. A few daily deliveries by half-empty vehicles are 
less economical than loaded vehicles making multiple deliveries 
every second or third day. 

Understanding these cost drivers helps retailers to make 
decisions around the powerful levers within their control. 
Features such as order cut-off times can materially influence 
suppliers’ performance and both parties’ profitability.

In shoppers’ minds, logistics suppliers are an extension of the 
retailer and part of the customer experience, so it is an important 
relationship. Formal quarterly reviews with a logistics partner to 
discuss what is working and changes on the horizon, such as an 
expectation for variations in basket sizes, are critical yet often 
insufficient effort goes into them. As a result, frustrations and 
commercial tensions can build.

Given that the onboarding process with a logistics provider can 
make switching more difficult for a retailer, the relationship must 
also go the distance. From the outset, ensure that contracts can 
be adjusted as product profiles change. It pays to understand 
the provider’s technology investments to improve the customer 
experience of the last mile and how proactively they will share 

data on aspects like failed deliveries and use it to economically 
offer retailers’ customers more choice such as third-party pick-up 
points.

That feeds into the customer experience. Speed will remain an 
issue for part of the market however, reliability will trump speed 
most of the time. ‘Track-and-trace’ or GPS-enabled delivery 
monitoring is a crucial component of reliability and is expected 
by customers. Choice, however, is a big part of the customer 
experience. They want the ability to amend orders and change 
delivery time and addresses.

One US online retailer has taken the customer experience even 
further by including installation with delivery of technology 
products. Potentially this can lead to more sales if, for example, 
the technician can advise that other products need replacing 
once they are on-site at a residence. Wrapping services to 
logistics has the potential to open up new sales opportunities.

In the near-term, differential pricing to customers will become 
more prevalent. Retailers must recover some of the costs they 
are currently absorbing, as demonstrated by The Iconic’s recent 
changes to delivery charges. Higher delivery charges could 
nudge customers towards click-and-collect services. While less 
convenient for customers, click-and-collect offers the potential 
for retailers to increase basket sizes of online-originated 
transactions.

Developments in offshore markets that are likely to reach 
Australia are deliveries to car boots and even inside people’s 
homes. Driverless cars also have a role to play in urban areas and 
from an environmental and traffic congestion perspective.

With sustainability and economies of scale in mind, retailers 
can also look to future solutions involving coordinating with 
other retailers using cutting-edge technology. For example, 
with limitations on store networks acting as distribution centres 
eventually automated central warehouses that cater for a range 
of retailers may become necessary. 

The future is exciting because there are many things to be done. 
We need them done in a way that makes sense, commercially 
and environmentally.

Expert view: GRA Supply Chain Consultants
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Key Insights: the retail landscape 

Percentage of retailers reporting 
a positive outlook for business 

conditions (next 12 months)

Consumers’ online  
purchasing activity

Retailers’  
revenue  
growth

Change in foot traffic  
over the past 12 months

Online sales: proportion of 
multichannel retailers’  

overall sales (by volume)

Change in number of  
bricks and mortar stores

Mobile sales: proportion  
of retailers’ online sales  

(by volume)

Change in store  
footprint

Total 34% 38%

Multichannel 34% 37%

Pure play online 40% 46%

Bricks and 
mortar only 27% 26%

More than 5% 
growth 39% 43%

1-5% growth 33% 34%

0% growth  
or decline 28% 23% 

Generally getting larger 18%

Some are getting larger 
and some smaller 28%

No change 33%

Generally getting smaller 21%

 Past 12 months (actual) H1 2019
 Next 12 months (forecast) H2 2019

H2 2020 (forecast) H2 2020 (forecast)36% 38%

H1 2019 H1 201928% 40%

H2 2019 H2 201931% 38%

Increase 53% 49%

Stay the same 41% 48%

Decrease 6% 3%

Increase 29% 36%

Stay the same 65% 54%

Decrease 6% 10%

Increase 46% 39%

Stay the same 24% 38%

Decrease 30% 23%

 Past 12 months (actual)  Past 12 months (actual) Multichannel
 Next 12 months (forecast)  Next 12 months (forecast) Bricks and mortar only
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Key insights: the last mile

Retailers’ approach to delivery and pick-up services

Consumers’ stated preferences vs what retailers offer

Consumer satisfaction  
with deliveries

Cost
Free delivery options 92% 20%

Free returns 86% 78% offer at least some free  
return options

Choice

Customer service via  
various channels 81% 19%

Updates sent about 
delivery 80% 32%

Able to choose  
preferred time slots 63% 24%

Timing

Next-day delivery 50% 58% offer delivery (next day or faster)

Weekend deliveries 44% 29%

After-hours deliveries 42% 21%

% offering delivery and/or pick-up services 88%

% that rate a well-defined delivery services strategy as important 
for business growth 90%

% that launched the service within the last two years 32%

% expecting higher delivery volumes next year 59%

% outsourcing some or all delivery service functions 55%

Very satisfied 53%

Somewhat satisfied 44%

Not satisfied 3%

Retailers’ key challenges of offering 
and managing delivery services

Delivery and pick-up services 
retailers currently offer

Delivery and pick-up 48%

Delivery only 24%

Pick-up only 16%

Neither 12%

Profitability of delivery  
and pick-up services

Profitable 32%

Revenue neutral 46%

Unprofitable 22%

Customers expecting free 
deliveries & returns 39%

Customers expecting 
faster deliveries 36%

High costs of logistics/
delivery suppliers 34%

 Importance to customer  Retailers offer
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WA SA and NT QLD NSW and ACT VIC and TAS
Retailers' outlook for business conditions over the next 12 months 

H1 2019 H2 2019 H1 2019 H2 2019 H1 2019 H2 2019 H1 2019 H2 2019 H1 2019 H2 2019

Improve 42% 32% 36% 57% 41% 35% 33% 38% 30% 37%

Stay the same 46% 51% 43% 32% 40% 45% 49% 38% 54% 46%

Decline 12% 17% 21% 11% 19% 20% 18% 24% 16% 17%

Consumer preferences and behaviours

Satisfaction with 
delivery services 55% 53% 52% 51% 57%

Most important 
factor when 
selecting a retailer

92% Free delivery 91% Free delivery 93% Free delivery 93% Free delivery 92% Free delivery

Pay for deliveries 58% 48% 56% 53% 60%

Proportion of items 
returned 5% 3% 4% 5% 4%

Retailer perspective

Offer delivery and 
pick-up services 50% 38% 46% 45% 53%

Expected 
increase in delivery 
volumes  
(next 12 months)

65% 49% 59% 55% 64%

Generate a profit 
from delivery 
services

40% 24% 28% 25% 38%

Outsource some or 
all of their delivery 
function

48% 54% 61% 57% 52%

Key insights: state by state view
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Outlook and 
the last mile
Sector insights
Business confidence in the coming 12 months has picked 
up in most sectors, driven by retailers with an online 
presence. All sectors expect delivery volumes to increase 
in the coming year and intend offering more same-day 
delivery options over the next two years.
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Food & Liquor

Outlook Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Confidence that business conditions 
will improve over the next 12 months 
has picked up. The percentage 
expecting to record revenue growth 
of 6% or more in the year ahead has 
risen from 36% to 40%, while 51% 
intend increasing the number of 
stores.

H1 2019

   Improve: 36%  

   Stay the same: 51%  

   Decline: 13% 

H2 2019

   Improve: 42%  

   Stay the same: 38%  

   Decline: 20%

Delivery and pick-up services Delivery volumes Factors consumers rate as most important

Among Food & Liquor retailers, 
86% offer pick-up and/or delivery 
services. This includes 66% that offer 
a delivery service and 70% offer a 
pick-up service. Of those offering 
a service, 34% introduced it in the 
past two years. Online shoppers in 
Food & Liquor place much greater 
importance in delivery time – speed 
and flexibility – than shoppers in 
other retail segments.

Increased in  
past 12 months: 69%

Expected to increase  
over next 12 months: 
73%

Free delivery options: 93%

Ability to easily return items if not suited: 87%

Free returns: 87%

Accessible customer services: 86%

Can choose preferred timeslot: 81%

Profitability of delivery function Customer pays Outsourcing Returns

Collectively, 88% of Food & Liquor 
retailers report that delivery 
services are profitable (45%) or 
revenue neutral (43%), the greatest 
percentage of any sector.

On average, customers 
pay for 59% of deliveries.

52% manage their delivery 
functions in-house, the 
highest of any sector.

On average, 6% of delivered 
items are returned.

73%
expect deliveries to 

increase over the next 
12 months. More than 

any other sector
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Take-away Food Services

Outlook Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Confidence that business conditions 
will improve over the next 12 months 
has increased by the most of any 
sector. And the percentage of 
retailers expecting revenue growth of 
6% or more has more than doubled 
to 54% from 26% six months ago.

H1 2019

   Improve: 29%  

   Stay the same: 57%  

   Decline: 14% 

H2 2019

   Improve: 41%  

   Stay the same: 40%  

   Decline: 19%

Delivery and pick-up services Delivery volumes Factors consumers rate as most important

The sector is the latest to respond 
to customer expectations for these 
services. Of the 80% that offer a 
service, 60% introduced it within the 
past two years. 57% offer a pick-
up service and 56% offer delivery. 
It is the sector most likely to offer 
customer control features.

Increased in  
past 12 months: 48%

Expected to increase  
over next 12 months: 
50%

Free delivery options: 90%

Can choose preferred timeslot: 84%

Ability to easily return items if not suited: 77%

Free returns: 74%

Weekend delivery options: 75%

Profitability of delivery function Customer pays Outsourcing

47% report having profitable delivery 
services, the highest percentage of 
any sector. 34% say the service is 
revenue-neutral.

On average, customers 
pay for 51% of deliveries, 
the lowest of any sector.

65% outsource all or part 
of their delivery functions, 
the highest of any sector.

83%
outsource delivery to 
Uber Eats or intend to 
in the next 12 months
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Clothing & Footwear

Outlook Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Confidence that business conditions 
will improve rose with 45% of 
retailers expecting revenue growth of 
at least 6% in the year ahead. While 
45% report declining foot traffic over 
the past year, multi-channel retailers 
now generate 40% of sales volumes 
online, up from 33% six months 
earlier.

H1 2019

   Improve: 34%  

   Stay the same: 48%  

   Decline: 18% 

H2 2019

   Improve: 42%  

   Stay the same: 34%  

   Decline: 24%

Delivery and pick-up services Delivery volumes Factors consumers rate as most important

92% offer delivery and/or pick-up 
services, with 79% offering delivery 
(the highest of any sector) and 63% 
offering pick-up. Of those offering a 
service, 65% introduced it within the 
past five years (31% within the last 
two years).

Increased in  
past 12 months: 50%

Expected to increase  
over next 12 months: 
64%

Free returns: 95%

Free delivery options: 94%

Ability to easily return items if not suited: 93%

Updates on delivery status and location: 82%

Accessible customer services: 81%

Profitability of delivery function Customer pays Outsourcing Returns

24% of retailers report having 
profitable delivery services, the 
lowest of any sector, while 54%  
say it is revenue neutral.

On average, customers 
pay for 58% of deliveries.

57% outsource all or part 
of their delivery function.

On average, 9% of delivered 
items are returned. The highest 
of any sector.

95%
of shoppers rate free 
returns as the most 

important factor when 
choosing a retailer
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Homewares & Hardware

Outlook Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

Confidence that business conditions 
will improve has ticked up as 42% of 
retailers expect revenue growth of 
6% or more in the coming year and 
45% expect to open new stores in the 
next year.

H1 2019

   Improve: 33%  

   Stay the same: 48%  

   Decline: 19% 

H2 2019

   Improve: 35%  

   Stay the same: 50%  

   Decline: 15%

Delivery and pick-up services Delivery volumes Factors consumers rate as most important

95% of retailers offer delivery (78%) 
and/or pick-up (74%) services, 
making it the sector most likely to 
offer these services. They offer the 
broadest range of options and one-
third introduced this type of service 
more than 10 years ago.

Increased in  
past 12 months: 49%

Expected to increase  
over next 12 months: 
58%

Free delivery options: 94%

Ability to easily return items if not suited: 91%

Free returns: 89%

Updates on delivery status and location: 86%

Accessible customer services: 83%

Profitability of delivery function Customer pays Outsourcing Returns

28% of retailers report having 
profitable delivery services and 49% 
say it is revenue neutral.

On average, customers 
pay for 62% of deliveries.

59% outsource all or part 
of their delivery functions, 
the second highest behind 
Take-away Food Services.

On average, 6% of delivered 
items are returned.

62%
of deliveries are paid 
for by customers, the 
highest of any sector

On average,
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Other Retail

Outlook Forecast business conditions over the next 12 months

The Other Retail sector includes a 
range of categories highly dependent 
on discretionary consumption, 
including bookshops, music, 
entertainment and recreational 
goods. 41% of retailers in the sector 
expect revenue growth of 6% or 
more in the year ahead, up from 37% 
six months earlier. Around 30% of 
multi-channel retailers’ sales volume 
is generated online.

H1 2019

   Improve: 37%  

   Stay the same: 44%  

   Decline: 19% 

H2 2019

   Improve: 34%  

   Stay the same: 47%  

   Decline: 19%

Delivery and pick-up services Delivery volumes Factors consumers rate as most important

The sector was one of the first to 
respond to customer demand for 
delivery and pick-up with 56% of 
retailers offering these services 
introducing them at least five years 
ago. More than 80% offer delivery 
(71%) and/or pick-up (54%) options.

Increased in  
past 12 months: 43%

Expected to increase  
over next 12 months: 52%

Free delivery options: 90%

Ability to easily return items if not suited: 89%

Free returns: 84%

Updates on delivery status and location: 80%

Accessible customer services: 79%

Profitability of delivery function Customer pays Outsourcing Returns

25% of retailers report having 
profitable delivery services and 46% 
say they are revenue neutral.

On average, customers 
pay for 55% of deliveries.

46% manage their delivery 
functions in-house, the 
second highest of any 
sector.

On average, 4% of delivered 
items are returned.

64%
of shoppers are very 

satisfied with the 
delivery and pick-up 

services on offer
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Learn more about our Retail Insights
Visit commbank.com.au/retailinsights or email us at insights@cba.com.au

Things you should know: This report is published solely for information purposes. As this report has been prepared without considering your objectives, financial situation or needs, you should, before acting on the information in this report, consider its appropriateness to your circumstances and if 
necessary seek the appropriate professional advice. The information in this report is based on a survey of 580 decision-makers from small, medium and large retailers across Australia, with turnover ranging from less than $1 million to over $500 million, as well as 1,505 consumers, by ACA Research on 
behalf of the Commonwealth Bank. Any opinions, views of contributors, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information available at the time of this report’s compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to the 
accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this report. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124, ASFL and Australian credit licence 234945.
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